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Abstract 

It is well known from the Folk Theorem that infinitely repeated games admit a multitude 
of equilibria. This paper demonstrates that in some types of games, the Folk Theorem form of 
multiplicity is an artifact of the standard representation which assumes perfect synchronization 
in the timing of actions between the players. We define here a more general family of repeated 
settings called renewal games. Specifically, a renewal game is a setting in which a stage game is 
repeated in continuous time, and at certain stochastic points in time determined by an arbitrary 
renewal process some set of players may be called upon to make a move. A stationary, ergodic 
Markov process determines who moves at each decision node. We restrict attention in this paper 
to a natural subclass of renewal games called asynchronously repeated games, in which no two 
individuals can change their actions simultaneously. Special cases include the alternating move 
game, and the Poisson revision game. In the latter, each player adjusts his action independently 
at Poisson distributed times. 

Our main result concerns asynchronously repeated games of pure coordination (where the pay
offs of all players in the stage game are identical up to an affine transformation): given € > 0, if 
players are sufficiently patient then every Perfect equilibrium payoff comes within € of the Pareto 
dominant payoff. We also show that the "Folk wisdom" in the standard model that repetition 
always expands (weakly) the set of equilibrium payoffs is not true generally in asynchronously 
repeated games. 
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1. Introduction 

The theory of infinitely repeated games offers little predictive content. It is well known from 
the Folk Theorem that infinitely repeated games admit a multitude of equilibria. I This paper 

demonstrates that in some types of games, the form of multiplicity given in the Folk Theorem is 
intimately connected with the way that repeated play is modelled in the standard repeated game 
formulation. 

To focus on a particularly robust multiplicity problem, it is known that each one shot Nash payoff 
is an equilibrium payoff of the infinite repetition of a stage game, and each payoff derived as a convex 
combination of one-shot equilibrium payoffs (both pure and mixed equilibria) is also an equilibrium 
payoff of the repeated game. In the simple, cannonical pure coordination game GI below, this 
means that any symmetric payoff pair (u,u) with u in the interval [2/3,2] is an equilibrium payoff 
of the infinite repetition of GI. These payoffs are robust with respect to variations in both discount 
parameters and the equilibrium concept. That is, these payoffs remain equilibrium payoffs for all 

discount parameters, and they remain perfect equilibrium payoffs as well. 
2 

1 si 2, 2 0, 0 

81 0, 0 1, 1 

These observations are neither new nor surprising. What we emphasize here is the fact that 
repetition always expands (weakly) the set of equilibrium outcomes, and that this is a particularly 

robust phenomena within the standard formulation of repeated play. Our contribution here is to 
demonstrate why this last addendum is necessary. 

The standard model of repeated strategic play is a discretely repeated, simultaneous move game. 

This formulation assumes a perfect synchronization in the timing of actions between the players. 
Alternatively, this assumption may be interpreted as having each player move in ignorance of the 
other players' current move. The effect of this assumption in game Gl above, for example, is that 
each player may take an action consistent with a Pareto inferior static equilibrium only because he 
expects that all others will do the same. Since all players move at once, no player can unilaterally 
signal his intent to do otherwise. While the synchronized moves is not an unreasonable model of 

repetition in certain settings, it is not clear why it should necessarily be the benchmark setting for 
repeated play, especially in light of the multiplicity dilemma. It seems natural in many contexts 
that players move asynchronously to initiate a unilateral move. While signalling can occur in the 
standard model, it remains part of the coordination built in to equilibrium beliefs rather than a 

ISee, for example, Abreu (1988) or Fudenberg and Maskin (1986). References to earlier results 
may be found in a survey by A.umann (1981). 
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physical attribute of the game. If no two players can move at once then even if a player expects 
that other players will choose the inferior equilibrium he must wait for them to actually do so since 
actions cannot be perfectly synchronized. The lack of synchronization may therefore eliminate a 

"coordinated mistake." 

In this paper we describe a general class of games with repeated interaction, some of which 
break the perfect synchronization of the standard model. In so doing we are able to significantly 

pare down the set of equilibria in certain types of such games. We call games in this class renewal 

games. Specifically, a renewal game is defined as a setting in which a stage game is repeated 

in continuous time, and at certain stochastic points in time, determined by an arbitrary renewal 
process, some set of players may be called upon to make a move. A stationary Markov process 
operates on a set of "decision states," each decision state determining "who moves" at each jump 
in the renewal process. The process is assumed to have the property that every player will obtain 

a chance (almost surely) to make a move after any state. The standard repeated game model is 

shown to be a special case of a renewal game. 

Though the characterization of equilibrium payoffs for general renewal games is our eventual 
goal, we will limit our attention in this paper to an interesting subclass of renewal games in which 

no more than one player may revise his action at any given time. We call the games that fit this 
description asynchronously repeated games. 

Two special cases of asynchronously repeated games are the two player alternating move game 

(see, for example Maskin and Tirole (1988)), and the Poisson revision game studied in several 
evolutive models (see Lagunoff and Matsui (1995) for one formal description). In the former, 

the renewal process is deterministic, and each player moves at every other decision state without 

moving together with the other player. In the latter, each player can adjust his action at stochastic 
intervals determined by a Poisson process. Each player's adjustment process is independent of any 

other player's. Both examples share the general characteristic of asynchronously repeated games 
which is that no two individuals can change their actions simultaneously. In such games the players' 

adjustments may exhibit some inertia due to each player's (possibly stochastic) delay. We consider 
equilibria which are robust to taking the limit as the players' discount rates approach zero, or 

alternatively, the average delay between a player's revision opportunities goes to zero. In all such 
games, we do not bound the complexity of each player's behavior strategy except to assume that 
strategies are conditioned on the history of behavior at decision opportunities. 

Our main result pertains to pure coordination stage games games in which payoffs of all 
players are identical (up to an affine transformation). We show that if players are sufficiently 

patient or, equivalently, if players can revise sufficiently quickly, then for any € > 0 every Perfect 
equilibrium payoff comes within f of the Pareto dominant payoff. This result starkly contrasts 
with the Folk Theorem, as it essentially rules out all the inefficient payoffs in the above example, 
particularly the inefficient static Nash equilibrium (hence the term, "anti-Folk Theorem.") This 
result suggests that teams will solve their coordination problems in asynchronously repeated games. 
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Additionally, for a fixed discount rate close to zero we can find a neighborhood in payoff space of 
the pure coordination game in which the "anti-Folk Theorem" holds. Unfortunately, the uniqueness 
result seems to be limited to stage games close (in the sense just described) to the pure coordination 
game. We give an example in which the multiplicity of PE persists for patient players if costs of 
miscoordination are highly asymmetric. However, we show that there is a neighborhood of discount 
rates that support the Pareto dominant outcome as the unique PE payoff in a neighborhood of 
asynchronously repeated games. Again, this contrast with the standard model since inefficient Nash 
payoffs of the stage game are not sustained in these neighborhoods of repeated games and discount 
rates. 

Finally, we establish a "continuity result" for a one parameter family of renewal games. The 
standard repeated model is determined by one extremal value of the parameter, while an asyn
chronously repeated game is determined by the other. At issue is whether the "Anti-Folk Theo
rem" represents a discontinuity when the standard model is perturbed. We show that the set of PE 
payoffs shrinks continuously from the set of Folk Theorem payoffs to the Pareto dominant singleton 
as the parameter varies between the standard and the asynchronous models, resp. 

We emphasize that models of asynchronous interaction are not new. In differing contexts, Gale 
(1995), Morris (1995), Perry and Reny (1993), Maskin and Tirole (1988), Farrell and Saloner (1985), 
and our previous work (some with Rafael Rob),2, as well as others have studied consequences of 
asynchronous choice. In Section 6 we relate these to the present paper, and we look at other 
literature which contrasts with the Folk Theorem for repeated games. To be clear, the present 
analysis is intended to be more suggestive than definitive. While a complete characterization is 
preferable, our purpose here is to give some support for the study of a more general class of repeated 
interactions and to suggest that such an analysis will yield, at times strikingly, different results. 

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the model and defines the asynchronously 
repeated game and the equilibrium concept of Markov perfection. Section 3 states and proves the 
uniqueness results for games of pure coordination. Section 4 discusses games of impure coordination. 
We show how the results may be sensitive to asymmetries in the costs of miscoordination. We 
provide a genericity result which describes the sense in which the results are robust to perturbations 
in the pure coordination structure. We also show that there are discount factors under which the 

"anti-Folk Theorem" holds for a more general class of coordination games. Section 5 gives the 
continuity result, and Section 6 discusses related literature. 

2. A Model of Asynchronously Repeated Interaction 

2.1. Stage Game 

Let G = (1, {Si)iEJ, (Ui)iEI) denote a normal form stage game where I is the finite set of players, 

2These include Matsui and Rob (1992), Lagunoff and Matsui (1995), and Lagunoff (1995). 
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Si (i E 1) is the finite set of actions for player i, and Ui : S == XiE]Si - R is the payoff function 
for player i E I. Without loss of generality, assume that Si n Sj = 0 for all i =1= j. We will call an 
element of s (Sl, ••• , sf1') E S a behavior profile (or simply "profile"). Given some Si E Si, let 

S\Si = (Sl, ... ,Si-I, Si, Si+1,"" SI]I)' The tuple of payoff functions is denoted by U (Ui)iEJ. A 
mixed strategy for i will be denoted by tTi and has the standard properties: tTi : Si - [0,1] and 
:Lsi tTi(Si) = 1. A mixed profile is given by tT = (tTi)iE]' Finally, a game G is a coordination game 
if its Nash equilibria are Pareto ranked and there is some Nash equilibrium that strictly Pareto 
dominates every other profile of the game. 

2.2. Renewal Games and Asynchronously Repeated Games 

In this Section, we introduce a framework that encompasses a wide variety of repeated strategic 
environments. Consider a continuous repetition of a stage game G. After the first choice at time 
zero, which is either chosen by the players as in standard repeated games, or chosen by nature as in 
models of evolution, all players' decision points are determined by a renewal process and a Markov 
process with finitely many states. It will be clear that the following description and results will 
not be altered by specification of choice at time zero. In the following, decision nodes refer to the 

decision nodes other than that in the first stage (at time zero). 

Formally, let X 1, X 2, ••• be an infinite sequence of U.d. nonnegative random variables which 
follow a (marginal) probability measure v with Ell (X1) < 00 and veX1 > £) > 6 for some £, 6 > O. It 
is also assumed that veX1 = 0) 0 so that the orderliness condition for the renewals is guaranteed. 
Then let To 0 and Tk = Tk-l + Xk = Xl + ... + Xk (k = 1,2,·· .). Tk is the time elapsed before 
the kth revision point. At each decision point a state w is determined from a finite set 0 according 
to a Markov process {Yk}k::l E 0 00 where Yk w (w EO) implies that state w is reached at time 
Tk. We denotepww' = Pr(Yk+1 = Wi I Yk w) for w,w' E O. Let Oi ~ 0 denote the nonempty set 
of states in which player i has a decision node. Let 00 ~ 0 be the set of "inertial" states in which 
no player has a decision node. By definition, 00 = 0 - (UiE]Oi). Note that Oi n OJ (i =1= j) may 
or may not be empty_ To summarize, the renewal process, v, determines when the decision nodes 
(the "jumps") occur, while the Markov transition, p, determines who moves at each node. 

Definition 1. A renewal game is a tuple 

r = (0, v, (Pww1 }W,W/Efh r), 

where r 	> 0 is a common discount rate, and for all w E 0 and all i E I, there exists a chain of states, 
2wO,w l ,w , ... ,wM (M < 101), with w = wO and wM E Oi such that pwm-1wm > 0 (m = 1"", M) 

(from any state, every player obtains a revision node). 

Since the number of states is finite, renewal games have the property that from any state, 
every player obtains revision nodes infinitely many times, and the expected time interval between 
two revision nodes is finite. Standard discounted repeated games are renewal games which may 
be described in several ways. One straightforward way is: 0 Oi, 'Vi E I, and V(Xl 1) = 1
However, we wish to specialize further to only those renewal games in which choice is asynchronous. 
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Definition 2. An asynchronously repeated game is a renewal game in which fii n fij = 0, Vi I- j 

In asynchronously repeated games, no two individuals have simultaneous revision opportunities. 
When w E fi i , we will write i(w) = i. Some examples are: 

Example 1 (alternating move game). Let I = {I, 2}, fi I, Xl == 1, and Pij = 1 if i I- j. Then the 
decision points are deterministic, and players' revision nodes alternate. 

Example 2 (Poisson revision process). Let fi I. And let Xl follow an exponential distrihution 
with parameter A > 0, i.e., V(XI < x} = 1 - e-Ax, and let Pij = Pj for aUi,j E I. Then players' 
revision points are independent of each other, and player i's decision points (i E I) follow a Poisson 
process almost surely with parameter APi. 

Example 9 (<:-approximation of the standard repeated game). Let I = {I, 2}, and 

Then assume that Yk'S follow the process illlustrated in Figure 2 below. In the figure, the process 
proceeds through the inertial,states until wrf. At that time the process moves to either player l's 
or player 2's decision node with probability 1/2 each. Let Xl == l/(M +2). Then if M is sufficiently 
large, the process approximates the standard repeated game in the sense that each player has a 
revision opportunity once in a unit of time, and that the two players' decision nodes are very close 
in timing. 
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Figure 2: An £-approximation of the standard repeated game. 

2.3. Recursive Structure 

One additional assumption that we will make will be to restrict in a natural way the class of behavior 
strategies that individuals use. We assume that individuals only condition on the sequences of 
decision points rather than on the time interval between them. This restriction significantly reduces 

the notational burden, and it turns out that it in no way alters main results of this paper.3 

Restricting conditioning events to the "jumps" rather than on time intervals between jumps 
allows a straightforward recursive representation of individuals' continuation values in the asyn
chronous model. To formulate this, let s(t) = (Sl(t), ... S/I/(t)) denote the behavior profile at time 
t, and let Nt == inf{k : Tk > t} denote the number of renewals up to time t. Due to the assumption 
on Xk'S, Nt < 00 holds almost surely. Then define the space of histories H such that a history 
ht E H is given by ht = (yt, st) wherever Nt is finite, and 

yt = {YkhsNt, 

3The interested reader can obtain a note by Lagunoff and Matsui (1995) which proves Theorems 
1 and 2 for the case of full-fledged behavior strategies. 
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and 
st = {s(Tk) h~Nt. 

The null history is denoted by hO. Since at most one player switches his action at a time after 

the initial profile we write st = (s(hO), sy!'''', SYN) whenever convenient. We let s(h) and w(h) 

denote the current behavior and state at history h, resp., and let i(h) denote the last player whose 

decision node was reached. We also define ht - = (yt, {s(Tk)h<Nt ) so that ht - includes the same 

information as history ht except for the behavior profile at time t which may include a new decision 

by a player. We write H for the set of all such conditioning histories and denote an element by 
h-. 

A strategy for player i is a history contingent action given by the function Ii : H -+ A(Si). 

Although this formulation appears to require that i is unable to condition on the current behavior 

profile, recall that decisions are only made at the "jumps" in the renewal process. 

The play of the game proceeds as follows. At time zero, all the players in 1 simultaneously take 

actions, li(hO-) for i E 1. Suppose T} tl = Xl and Yl = Yl E Oi. If i 0, nothing changes except 

the Markov "clock." If i E 1, then ht1 - = (f(hO-)jYl), player i's revision node is reached at time 
t}, and he takes action h(hh -). History at time tl becomes htl (Yli I(ho-), l(hO-)\h(h t1 -)). 

Given a strategy profile I and hE Ht (resp. h- E H t-), {s(flh)(r)}r>t (resp. {s(flh-)(r)h~t) 

denotes an induced (stochastic) path of action profile after h (resp. h -). 

Given a history ht E H and a strategy profile I (h)iE!, we define the conditional discounted 
expected payoff to player i at time t by 

where E[·] is the expectation operator. A strategy profile r is called a perfect equilibrium (PE) if 
for each i E 1, It is a best response to (fJ)j=ji after every history ht, i.e., 

for any of player i's strategies Ii. 

One immediate result in the asynchronously repeated game is that for almost all histories, 

mixed strategies will not be used at any revision opportunity. Hence, the mixed strategy minimax 

payoff which is always an equilibrium of the stage coordination game is not the benchmark here 

necessarily. Hereafter, we will often denote a pure strategy by Ii(h -) as well as a mixed strategy. 

Given a history h = ht E H, let ht 0 (w;Sj) denote the concatenated history in which, after h t , 

the next state W E OJ is reached, at which player j takes s j. Given ht E H, htow E H - is a path 
such that after ht , state W is reached (without specifying the revised action). Using this expression, 
the value after how E H - is given by 
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The analysis will make extensive use of the following recursive formulation. The continuation 
value to i induced by J after history ht E H with w(ht) = w may be expressed as 

Vi(Jlht ) = (1- I: 6WW I )Ui(S(ht)) + I: 6ww,vi(J1 ht 0 Wi). (2.1) 
w'E!1 w'E!1 

where 

6ww' - pww' 10
00 

e -rtdv(t) 

(2.2)expected discounted probability that Wi 

is the first state reached from w. 

2.4. Existence 

The following is a standard proof for the existence of perfect equilibria. What is proven here is 
actually the existence of so called Markov perfect equilibrium. 

Theorem 0 For any asynchronously repeated game r = (G, v,p, r) there exists at least one perfect 

equilibrium. 

Proof Partition H- into p = {H~s}sES,wE!1 such that 

Observe that p constitutes the "payoff relevent" set of states. Suppose that each player takes a 

u{p}-measurable behavior strategy where u(p) is the u-algebra generated by p. Then the play of 
the game follows a Markov process, and we can represent a strategy of player i by the "Markovian" 

function 1/Ji E [~(Si)]P. The strategy represented by 1/Ji is denoted by J.p,. 

For each i E I let BRi = {BR~s}WE!1,sES satisfy 

(2.3) 

Letting BR = (BRi)iEI, equation (2.3) defines an upper hemicontinuous correspondence BR : 

Xi[~(Si)]P - Xi[~(Si)]P where Xi[~(Si)]P is compact and convex. Therefore, by Kakutani's fixed 
point theorem, there exists 1/J such that 1/J E BR(1/J) holds. Standard arguments show that the 

correspondingstrategy J.p, is a best response to (J.pj)j=/i within the class of all strategies after any 
history h (or, more precisely, after any h -) since all j, (j =I i) only vary their behavior over "states" 
ws E H~8' Hence, J.p is a perfect equilibrium. 
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3. Pure Coordination 

A game G is a pure coordination game if Ui = Uj U for all i and j. o1 Let s* denote the profile that 
gives each player his highest payoff u*. The first part of our main result states that, independently 

of the discount rate r, the unique continuation value after any history in which the current profile 

iss* must give the optimal payoff ui = Ui{S*) for all i E I. 

Theorem 1. Given any asynchronously repeated game f = (G, V, (Pww')' r} in which G is a pure 
coordination game, for any perfect equilibrium f off, for any history h E H with s{h) s*, and 
for all i E I, ViUlh) = u; holds. 

proof of Theorem 1. Observe first that due to the identical payoffs, we can drop the subscript 
i on Ui and continuation values Vi. Fix a perfect equilibrium f. Recall that s{h) is the current 
action profile given history h E Ht. Define V = inf VUlh). This is the infimum value ofthe 

{h: s(h)=s'} 
game when the current behavior profile is s*. Since the payoff space is bounded from below, this 
infimum exists. Fix f: > O. Then there exists h = hE E Ht for some t > 0 such that s(h) s* and 

V > VUlh) - f:. (3.1) 

Recall from (2.1) the continuation value after h which is given by 

VUlh) = (1- ~ Ow(h)w)U* + ~ Ow(h)wVUI hOw). (3.2) 
WEn wEn 

IfwE no, then s(how)) = s*, and therefore, VUlhow) 2:: V. Observe also that since f is a perfect 
equilibrium strategy profile, it must be the case that for all i E I and all w E ni , 

VUI ho w) 2:: VUI ho (w;si)) 2:: V 

where the second inequality holds due to the definition of V. Substituting these inequalities into 
(3.2) and using (3.1), we obtain 

V > (1 - ~ Ow(h)w' )u* + ~ OW(h)w,v - f: (3.3) 
w'En w'En 

Since LwEn Ow(h)w = Jooo e-rrdV(T), (3.3) implies 

* f:
V>U- roo ().- 1 - JO e rrdv T 

Since f: is arbitrary and independent of r, V 2:: U * holds. 


"This can be weakened so that we require only that Ui aUj + f3 for a > 0 and f3 E 3l. 
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A Remark on the Logic of Theorem 1. Before proceeding to the second part of the result 
(Theorem 2), we emphasize that since Theorem 1 (and Theorem 2 which follows) holds for any 
asynchronously repeated game of pure coordination, what matters for such games is the fact that 
choice is asynchronous rather than the specific form of asynchronous choice. Given the pure co
ordination structure, the logic utilizes standard arguments from dynamic programming. Figure 3 
below is a "false counterexample" which further illustrates why asynchronous choice is so crucial. 
For exposition, suppose that r denotes an alternating move, asynchronously repeated version of 
the pure coordination game 01. 

s* s* s* 

1 1 1 
s* s* s* 

1 1 1 
(5}, S2) (Si,82) (81,S2) 

1 1 1 
51 deviation 

-+ 82 deviation 
-+ ... -+ 8k -+ 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 
8L1 aL2 5L /o 

1 1 1 

(Si,S2) (82, si) (Si,82) 

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer k 

Figure 3: Equilibrium paths in an alternating move game. 

In Figure 3 the first layer describes the candidate "equilibrium" path. Subsequent layers are 
"equilibrium continuations" after deviations. In "equilibrium" the players remain in s* for a fixed 
time before player 1 chooses aI, thus signalling a switch to the inferior equilibrium 8 which lasts for 
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L1 periods. Initially player 1, who is prescribed to be the first to switch to Si) may choose to deviate 
and remain in s*. The second layer is a "punishment path" which prescribes a longer time length 
of L2 periods spent in s. Each successive layer lengthens the time in s. The infimum V defined 

in the proof is approximated by the average of the payoffs in the kth layer for k large. We argue 
that there is some k large enough such that a deviation remaining in s* - is profitable. The 

reason is simple. The average payoff in layer k converges to 1 as Lk --+ 00 as k --+ 00. Therefore, 

the punishment for remaining in s* in layer k is the additional Lk+l - Lk periods which lowers the 

average payoff by (n(Lk+l - Lk))/(n + Lk+d(n + Lk) where n is the number of periods spent in 
s*. Clearly this cost approaches zero in k. By.contrast the benefit to deviating is 2.6. for .6. > 0 
which is independent of k. Once it is established that a player will deviate in the kth layer for k 

large enough, backward induction then destroys the equilibrium. 

The second part of the main result is that any continuation value in a perfect equilibrium is 
arbitrarily close to the Pareto efficient value for sufficiently patient players. 

Theorem 2. Given any asynchronously repeated game r = (0,1/, (Pww')' r) in which G is a pure 
coordination game, and given any e > 0, there exists f > 0 such that if r E (0, f), then for all 
perfect equilibrium f of r, for all histories h E H, and for all i E I, Vi(J I h) > ut - e holds. 

proof of Theorem 2. The proof will use a backward induction argument to establish that after 
any history the equilibrium continuation must be within e of the maximal payoff u*. As in the first 
theorem, we drop the subscript i. Fix e> O. For each k 0,1"", III, define 

Sk={SES: l{iEIlsilsDI k}. 

Sk is the set of behavior profiles of the stage game that require k individuals to change their actions 
to get to profile s*. By this definition, SO = {s*}. 

Fix a perfect equilibrium f. For each s E S and each w E fi, we let E! = infs(h)=s,w(h)=w V(Jlh), 
and V S = infs(h)=s V(Jlh). Note that V S = millwEOE!. 

The proof will proceed as follows: recall from Theorem 1 that after a history h with s(h) E So, 
Le., s(h) s*, the continuation value V(Jlh) is u*. Given e, the first step is to find a bound f such 
that if r < f then for all k = 1,2, ... , III, there is some profile s' E Sk-l such that after any h with 
s(h) E Sk, the continuation value satisfies 

V(Jlh) > V
s
' - 1;1' (3.4) 

This turns out to be the crucial step. The choice of f must be determined independently of f. 
The next step is to verify from backward induction on Sk that (3.4) holds for all such s' E Sk-l. 
Finally, we verify that 0 < r < f implies that for all history h E H, V(Jlh) > u* - e. Thus, the 
proof will be completed. 

First, we determine the value of f independently of f. Recalling that the definition of Oww' is a 
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function of r, define the bound r so as to satisfy 

(3.5) 

where 

N 


O(wo,'" ,WN) = 1- LII~:110W"_lW" L OWt_1W' 

l=l w'=/Wt 


1 - L Owow' - OWOWl L OWIW' - ".. - OWOWI ••• OWN_2WN_l L 0WN_IW" 
w'=rWl W'=/W2 W'=rWN 

Such an r can be found since both 0WOW1" ·OWN-IWN and 0(.) converge to PWOWl "'PWN-IWN > 0 as 
r goes to zero. Also, let fl min{O(wo,' .. ,WN) : OWOWI •• ·OWN_IWN > O}. This choice of r will be 
clarified in what follows. 

Now, fix k = 1,2,·· . , III and fix a profile S E Sk. By the definition of K!, (w E fl), there exists 
hw E H such that s(hw) S, w(hw) = w, and 

• eO 
(3.6)~ > VUlhw) - 2II~fll' 

We have 
(3.7) 

w'Er! w'Er! 

Since f is a perfect equilibrium, for each Wi E flj with j E I, 

(3.8) 

where the second inequality holds by the definition of K!,. Similarly, if 5j =/:: sj, then 

(3.9) 

Also, by the definition of K!" for w E flo, we have 

VUI hw 0 Wi) 2: K!", Vw' E flo. (3.10) 

Substituting (3.8) and (3.10) into (3.7), we obtain 

VUlhw) 2: (1 - L Owwl)u(s) + L oww,K!". (3.11) 
wIEr! wiEr! 

Inequalities (3.6) and (3.11) imply 

8 (1 ~ ) (A) ~ S eft (3.12)~ 2: - ~ Oww' U s + ~ OWW/~' - 21Illfll" 
wiEr! wiEr! 
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Also, if Si(w*)(h) =/: s;(w*) holds for w* En, then 

(3.13) 

By definition, ~ V 8 for some woo Take such woo There exists i E I such that Si =/: si. 
Then there exists a chain WQ, WI. .. " WN in n (N < In!) with WN E ni such that PWn-lWn > 0 for 
all n 1,,'" N. Sequentially SUbstituting Wn (n = 0,1,···, N - 1 in place of W in (3.12), and 
substituting WN in place of w* in (3.13) we obtain 

va > (1 - LW'EO (}wow )u(s) + Lw'7W1 (}wow,~,' 

+(}WOWI [(1-Lw/EO OWIW' )u(s) + LW''fW2 9WIW'~'] 
+ ... (3.14) 

+(}WOWI "'(}WN-2WN-l [(1- Lw/EO (}WNW')U(S) + Lw'7WN (}WN-IW'~'] 
. s\s; €() 


+9WOW1 ••• (}WN-IWN~N - 21il' 


Using ~ ~ Va (Vw En), we have 

(3.15) 

Since r was chosen to satisfy (3,5), if r < r, then 


. () [1 (}WOWI . , . (}WN-IWN] * + (}WOWl'" (}WN-IWN • () €
nun us> - U mm U s -- (3.16) 
s (}(wQ"",WN) (}(wo,···,WN) s 2111 

Comparing (3.15) with (3.16), for any r < r then 

holds where, by construction, s\s; E Sk-1. 

Since SO is the singleton set, {s*}, we have V S > U * - Iii for all S E S1, It follows that 

V S > Vs\s: - ~I holds for all s E S2, and hence it holds for all S E Sk. Therefore, by recursive 
substitution, 

V 8 * v~ _ > u - to, vS 

o 
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4. General Coordination Games 

Unfortunately, It turns out that uniqueness is not generally attainable in coordination games. 
In the 2 x 2 game G2 below there are Perfect equilibria in which, due to asymmetric costs of 
miscoordination, each player receives a payoff bounded away from u; 100 for all r. 

2 

s*2 

1 s*1 100, 100 -200, 50 

81 50, -200 10, 10 

G2 

Using the Poisson revision process of Example 2, suppose ~ = 1/API = 1/AP2 denoting the average 
delay, then for either ~ or r sufficiently small, the continuation value giving payoff (10,10) can 
be supported by the strategy in which both players remain forever in 8 once it is reached. If the 
initial profile is s* both individuals switch to Si at the first revision opportunity; from profile (81. S2) 
player 2 switches to 82, and from profile (si, 82) player 1 switches. If player 1, for example, chooses 
to remain in s* at his revision opportunity, then he receives value (1-20)100+0(50(1-')') + 10')') + 
0(-200(1 - ')') + 10')') where,), A/(r + A) and 0 = A/(r + 2A). If player 1 switches, he receives 
50(1 - ')') + 10')'. It can be verified then that he strictly prefers to switch for small~. Since each 
player prefers the payoff from switching first, the profile s* is not sustained.5 

4.1. Generic Payoffs and Optimality 

Is the optimality result nongeneric in payoff space? It seems so if, for each game, we look at the 
set of equilibria as the discount rate approaches zero. If, on the other hand, we fix the discount 
sufficiently small, then for each pure coordination game, we always find an open neighborhood 
in payoff space such that in every game in the neighborhood, the Pareto efficient outcome is the 
unique PE outcome. The following theorem establishes it. 

Theorem 3. Given t: > 0 and any asynchronously repeated game {G, v, (Pww'), r} in which G 
(1, s, u) is a pure coordination game with u* as the unique Pareto efficient outcome, there exists 
f > 0 such that for any r E (0, f), there exists an open dense subset U c 3l x'oS, with u E U such 
that in an asynchronously repeated game «(1, s, u'), V, (Pww1), r} with u' E U, every continuation 
value in any perfect eqUilibrium is at least u* - t:. 

Theorem 3 and the example that uses stage game G2 show that order of limits matters. The 
example with G2 fixes the stage game and then varies r. By contrast, the hypothesis of Theorem 3 

5This example shows that the optimality result utilizes a different logic than that used in, say, Gale (1995) in 
which players' decision nodes arrive sequentially, but the game ends in a finite number of steps. 
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fixes r and then varies O. The former will surely be more familiar to those familiar with the Folk 
Theorem. The latter may be more useful if it is the discount rate r, rather than the stage payoffs, 
which is pinned down by exogenous data. 

proof of Theorem 3. Take as given an asynchronously repeated game (0, v, (PWW/), r) in which 
o = (I, 8, u) is a pure coordination game, and s· E 8 is the unique Pareto efficient outcome. 
Also take € > 0 as given. Any affine transformation of u will give the same result in the following 
analysis. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 2 we set if so as to satisfy 

o}• {9WOW1 •• ·9WN_IWN 	 1 € 1 
mIll { : 9 WOW1 '" 9WN_IWN > > 

(wo,WI. "',wN ) EnN +! 9 WQ, ••• ,WN) 3111 u· - mins u{s)' 
2~N~I'lI-1 

where, just as in (3.5), 

9{wO,'" ,WN) = 1- L - 9 WOW1 L - ••• - 9 WOW1 ••• 9WN_2WN_l L 9WN_IWI.9WOW' 9W1WI 

W'7W1 w17W2 wl7WN 

Such an r can be found since both OWOWI ••• 9WN_IWN and 9 converge to PWOWI ••• PWN-IWN > 0 as r 

goes to zero. Fix r E (O, f). Again let !l = min O{wo, ••• ,WN). 

Consider a neighborhood of u given by U = {u' E ~sl "Is E 8, luHs) ui(s)1 < 1]/4} where 1] 
satisfies 

1. {. •• € € [ roo -rr ()] }O< 1]< 2" mIll u -u , 2111101' 3(111+1) 1- 10 e dv T , 

where u" maxs7s* u(s), i.e., the second highest payoff. In the following, we consider an asyn
chronously repeated game r l = ({I, 8, u'), V, (Pwwl), r) with u l E U. 

Now, fix a perfect equilibrium f of r/. For each i E I, each s E 8, and each W E 0, we let 
V~ infs(h)=s,w(h)=w Vi(Jlh), and Vi infs(h)=s Vi(Jlh). Note that Vi = minwEn!::1,. 

We first show the counterpart of Theorem 1. For any 5 > 0 there exists h E H such that 
s{h) = s· and 

!1' > Vi(Jlh) - 5, Vi E I. (4.1) 

The continuation value for player i E I after h is given by 

Vi(Jlh) = (I 	 L 9w(h)w)U~(S·) + L 9w(h)wVi(J1 hOw). (4.2) 
WEn WEn 

If w(h) E 00, then s(h 0 w) s· and therefore, Vi(Jlh 0 w} ;::: vf. Observe also that since f is a 
perfect equilibrium strategy profile, it must be the case that for all W E OJ (j E 1), 

Vj(J1 how) ;::: Vj(J1 h 0 (si; w)) ;::: Vf 	 (4.3) 

where the second inequality holds due to the definition ofVf. Since lu{s) -ui(s)1 < 1]/4, IVj(Jlh)
Vi(Jlh)1 < 1]/2 holds for all i,j E I, all f and all h E H, and therefore, (4.3) implies 

(4.4) 
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Substituting (4.4) into (4.2) and using (4.1), we obtain 

vf > (1 - I: OW(h)wl)uHs*) + I: Ow(h)w'V[* - 6-1] (4.5) 
w'EO w'EO 

Inequality (4.5) implies 
s" '( *) 6 + 1]

J:::4 > Ui s - 1- foooe rTdl/(r)" 

Since b is arbitrary and inde~endent of other variables, the definition of 1] implies V[* > u*
£/(111 + 1). 

This second part mirrors the proof of Theorem 2. We will show that for all k = 1,2"", In 
after h with 8(h) E Sk, its continuation value satisfies 

(4.6) 


for some 8 E Sk-l if r < r. Backward induction implies that (4.6) holds for all s' E Sk-l if r < r.
' 

Once we show (4.6) for all 8 and k's, we verify that 0 < r < r implies that for all history h E H,
' 

Vi(Jlh) > UH8*) - £. Moreover, recall that the choice of r is independent of I. Thus, the proof will 
be completed. 

Fix k = 1,2"", III and 5 E Sk. By the definition of vL, (w En), there exists hw E H such 
that s(hw) = 5, w(hw) = w, and 

(4.7) 

We have 
(4.8) 

Since I is a perfect equilibrium, for each Wi E nj with j E I, 

Vj(J1 hw 0 Wi) ~ Vj(J1 hw 0 (5j;W) ~ VJw" (4.9) 

where the second inequality holds by the definition of VJw. Similarly, if 5j i- sj, then 

(4.10) 


Also, by the definition of .EL, for each w E no, we have 

(4.11) 


Since lu(s) - ui(s)1 < 1]/4, then !Vj(Jlh) - Vi(Jlh)1 < 1]/2 holds for all i,j E I, all I, all 8, and all 
h E H, and therefore, (4.9) and (4.10) imply 

(4.12) 


and 
(4.13) 
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___ _ 

respectively. Substituting these inequalities into (4.8), we obtain 

Vi(Jlhw ) ~ (1 I: Oww/)uHs) + I: oww,vL" ".,. (4.14) 
W' Ell w'EIl 

Inequalities (4.7) and (4.14) imply 

(4.15) 

Since i was arbitrarily chosen, (4.15) holds for all i E I. By definition, vLo ct for some Woo 

Take such Woo There exists i E I such that Si i= st. Then there exists a chain wo, WI,·'" WN 

with N < Inl and WN E ni such that PWn-lWn > 0 for all n = 1,···, N. Sequentially substituting 
Wn (n = 0,1"", N in place of win (4.15) and applying (4.13), we obtain 

vt ~ (1- LW'EIl 0wow/)uHs) + I: Owow'Vt." 
w'rWl 

+OWOWI [(1- I:0WIW/)Ui(S) + I: OWIWIJ:::!,,] 

w'EIl w'=fW2 


(4.16)+ ... 

+OWOWI ••• OWN_2WN_l [(1 - LW'EIl OWNW' )ui(s) + I: OWN_IW1J:::!,,] 
W'rWN 

s\s! 
+OWOWI OWN_IWN V iw; 3 1/ + 1 - ".,Inl· 

Using Vt., ~ vt (Vw En), we have 

Thus, for all r < f, 
, '\ • fV~ > V~ s, 

-I "'-" III + l' 
where, by construction, 8\S; E Sk-I. o 

4.2. More on Genericity 

Though uniqueness of the Pareto optimal outcome is not generally possible, i.e., not possible for 
all discount rates, for general coordination games with asymmetric costs of miscoordination we do 
establish asymptotic uniqueness for an interval of discounts rates. This stands in contrast with 
standard repeated games. Pareto inferior Nash equilibria of the stage game are always equilibria of 
the standard repeated game, regardless of the value of the discount rate. We show that the inferior 
Nash equilibrium is not sustainable in a neighborhood of discount rates for the class of symmetric 
2 x 2 coordination games given in G3. 
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2 


s* 82
2 

1 s* u·, u* /1, 01 

1, 10, /181 

Ga 

Theorem 4. Consider any asynchronously repeated game r (Ga, 11, (Pww/), r} with Ga as above 
where u* > 2 and /1 > O. Then there exists a nonempty open set R E (0,00) such that if r E R 
then for any perfect equilibrium f, 

ViUlh) = u*, Vi, Vh with s(h) = s*, 

and with probability one, there is some history h with s(h) s* is reached. 

Note that from the proof it will be clear that the parametric part of G3 is not essential to the 
argument. 

proof of Theorem 4. Fix a perfect equilibrium f. First, let Vi = infs(h)=s* ViUlh) (i 1,2). 
Assume the contrary, i.e., that VI < u*. Note that V 2 < u* holds, too. By the recursive formula 
for V and the above contrapositive assumption, for all e > 0 there exists h hE E H such that 
player 2 switches to 82 at hi = hOW' with positive probability where PW(h)wl > 0, and 

and 
(4.17) 


hold. By perfection of f, 

V2(Jlh 0 (Wi; 82)) ~ V2Ulh 0 (Wi; s2)) ~ V 2' (4.18) 

Let 9(ilw') (i 1,2) be given by 

9(ilw' ) = I: OWOWI ••• OWN-1WN 

(wo,Wl. ''',wN )EC2(ijW') 

I: ~ [1000e-rTdll(T)]NPWOW1'''PWN-1WN 

(wo,Wlt "',wN )Er2(ijW/) 

where 
-( ') Io ilw = {(wo,'" ,WN) E 01 wo = w, Vn < N : Wn ¢ Oi,WN E od. 
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That is, n(ilw') is the set of sequences of w's which start with w' and reach a state in fli after N 
opportunities for the first time. Similarly, 9(ijlw') (i i j) is given by 

9(ijlw'} I: (JWOWI ••• (JWN_IWN 

(wo,Wlt "',wN) En(ij ~') 

where 

That is, n(ijlw'} is the set of sequences of w's similar to nUlw'} but player i gets at least one 
revision opportunity beforej. 

Observe that we can write any continuation ViUlh} as a weighted sum 

AhU* + BhUi(Sr, 82) + Gh' 1 + DhUi(SI, S2) 

with Ah + Bh + Gh + Dh 1. Let h' satisfy s(h') = (Si,82) and such that 8 is assumed to be 
reached from h'. Observe that 

Next, observe that Bh' > 1- 9(llw) as the total fraction of time spent in (si,s2) must be at least 
the discounted probability that player 1 does not have a revision opportunity since 8 is assumed to 
be reached from h'. Also, Dh' < 9(12Iw) since 9(12Iw) is the fastest time it takes for the players to 
reach (81, s2) and stay there permanently. Since the players will not remain in (81, s2) permanently 
under j, Dh' < 9{12Iw). Hence, the following inequality holds: 

(4.19) 

Observe that the right hand side (RHS) of (4.19) tends to be positive as r goes to infinity, and 
tends to be negative as r approaches to zero. Let r.1 > 0 be such that the RHS of (4.19) is zero. 
Such an r.1 exists since the RHS of (4.19) is continuous. Then (4.17) through (4.19) imply that for 
r > rl- , 

VI> V 2· 

Switching 1 with 2, we can make the same argument to obtain 

V 2 > VI 

for r > r? where r? is similarly defined. These two inequalities contradict with each other if 
2r> max{r.1, r. }. Therefore, for this r, Vi u* for i = 1,2. 

Next, from an action profile (st, 82), if player 2's revision node is reached, he changes his action 
to S2' Therefore, from this profile player 1 obtains at least 

{J(1 - 9(2Iw)) + 9(2Iw)u* (4.20) 

provided that the current state is w E fl. Likewise, player 2 obtains at least 

{J(1 - 9(llw)) + 9(llw)u* (4.21) 
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from (811 s2) at state w. 

Now, we must show that for some r > max{z:I,z:?}, at least one of the players, say player i, 
switches to st from profile (811 82) and at some state w E OJ. Suppose z:1 ~ z:2. The other case is 
analyzed in the same way. Since 8(1Iw) > 8(12Iw), (4.19) implies that there exists r > z:1 under 
which 8(1Iw) > 1/2. Let R = (max{z:l, z:2}, r) c R. Then for all r in R, (4.21) is greater than 
one since u* ~ 2. It implies that staying away from s· cannot be a perfect equilibrium. Thus, 
s· is reached with probability one. But once it is reached, the action profile never leaves it if 
r > max{.r.1, z:2}. Therefore, s· becomes the unique outcome in the long run. 0 

5. A Continuity Result 

Finaly, we establish an "approximation Theorem" stating that the set of equilibrium payoffs for a 
one parameter family of renewal games with pure coordination stage games varies "continuously" 
between the Folk Theorem payoffs and {u*} as the approximating parameter varies between an 
asynchronously repeated game and a standard repeated game. The result demonstrates that there 
is no discontinuity between the Folk Theorem and "anti-Folk Theorem" results. 

Consider a renewal game (G, V,PWlAJ', r) in which G is a pure coordination game and 0 21. 
Now define a lib-approximation" to a standard repeated game as a tuple 

r S = {G, vS,ps, r} 

where 
(5.1) 

and 
I:>b{i} band PbI = 1 - b, VC ~ I. (5.2)
iEI 

Here, there is probability 1 - I) that all players move at once at revision opportunities at the jumps 
of close to unit length. If b 1 then P places full support on the singleton sets and so (a.s.) only 
one player moves at a time. 

Given G let 

it· u(s*) 

Y,* min{u(O"): 0" is a mixed Nash eqm profile} 

and let 

E(r) E({G,v,p,r») 

{V E RII3 Perfect equilibrium f and 3h E HO s.t. Vi = ViUlh), Vi}. 
The set E(r) denotes the Perfect equilibrium payoffs of r. Now let 

B{r) lim E(r) in Housdorff metric 
.,.-0() 

The set B(r) is the limit of the set of Perfect equilibrium payoffs of r taken as r approaches zero. 
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Theorem 5. Given a renewal game r6 with pure coordination, there is a 1](6) > 0 such that 

Oi) 1](') is continuous, and 1](6) - 0 as 6 - 1 while 1](6) - u* -.u.* as 6 - O. 

Before proceeding with the proof we should emphasize that the result does not prove that the 
standard repeated model is robust since the 6 approximation is just one way of defining the standard 
model as a limit of sequences of renewal games. Recall Example 3 in Section 2 which provides an 
alternative definition. In that formulation, the standard model is not robust since it is the limit of 
sequences of asynchronously repeated games defined by Example 3 (as opposed to being a limit of 
sequences of games in which some decisions are made asynchronously - which is the case here). 

proof of Theorem 5. Fix € > O. Fix 6 > 0, and r > 0, and an equilibrium f of r6 given r. The 
argument mirrors that of Theorems 1 and 2. We first give a lower bound to PE payoffs, then show 
that the payoffs that exceed this bound less € are achieved if r is sufficiently small. This lower 
bound will be shown to be u* -1](6) with 1](6) satisfying the requisite properties. 

Given the 6 approximation, ro, define (as in Theorem 1) V inf{VUlh): s(h) = s*}. Then 
for any e > 0 there is some history h with s(h) = s* such that 

V> [1- I: 8w(h)w,lu* + I: 8w(h)w,VUI how') - e (5.3) 
w'EO w'EO 

Given the construction of the 6 approximation we can rewrite the right hand side of (5.3) as 

[1 - I: 8w(h)w']U* + Je -rtdv (I:P!(h){i)VUI h 0 {i}) + (1 - 6)VUI h 0 1)) -e 
w'EO iEI 

With Perfection it follows that V UI Ii 0 {i}) ;::: V U-i, jil h 0 {i}) for all k In particular this 
inequality holds for any ii with ii(h 0 {i}) = st. Therefore, we have 

V> 1-Je-rtdv u*+ (1-6)Je-rtdvVUlho1)-e 
(5.4)

- 1 - 6 J e rtdv 1 - 6 J e rtdv 

If individuals use their minimax strategies in state hoI then (5.4) becomes 

1- Je -rtdv (1 - 6) J e -rtdv u* - e 
V> u* + - (5.5)
- 1- 6 J e-rtdv 1- 6 J e-rtdv 

Since (5.5) holds for all e > 0, there is a number 1](6) > 0 which satisfies the limit properties of (ii). 
It is given by 

I. [(1 - 6) J e-rtdv _* (1 - 6) J e-rtdv.u.* - e]
1m u - (5.6)

e--->O 1 - 6 J e -rtdv 1 6 J e rtdv 
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Observe that 7](') is continuous. Now the same backward induction argument as in Theorem 2 
shows that there is some r > 0 such that if 0 < r ~ r then VUlh) is greater than ii* - 7](8) - f 

given any initial history h. 

It remains to show that any payoff which exceeds this lower bound can be achieved as a limit 
payoff of a sequence of Perfect equilibrium payoffs as r ---4 O. Let (ul. U2) denote a payoff that 
exceeds the lower bound in (5.5). We construct the equilibrum f to approximate (Ul, U2) if r is 
small. For any history h and at any state w = {i}, i E I, let li(h 0 {ill s;. That is, at all 
asynchronous decision states, play remains in or returns to s* as soon as possible. If h is on the 
equilibrium path, we define at decision statew I, li(h t o1) = iTi for each i where Ui ESESiTui(S) 
is defined implicitly by 

1 - Je -rtdv (1 - 8) Je -rtdv U·_* + J 
Ui = U (5.7)A 

1 - 8 Je ridv 1 - 8 Je -ridv 

Since there is a mixed strategy that can achieve any symmetric payoff in l!!*, ii*1 such a iT and U can 
be found. If there is ever a deviation from this strategy we let li(h t 01) ll..i after the deviation 
history ht where ll.. achieves the minimax payoff !!*. Since Ui > iii - 7](8), the minimax punish
ment deters deviations from the prescribed f. Also, since iii 7](8) is itself a Perfect equilibrium 
continuation payoff, f is a Perfect equilibrium which achieves payoff profile U. 0 

6. Related Literature 

Asynchronous choice models have been studied to some extent in various settings. As a points of 
comparison with related models, we emphasize the work on bargaining by Perry and Reny (1993) , 
the dynamic oligopoly problems studied by Maskin and Tirole (1988), Farrell and Saloner (1985), 
Gale (1995), and Morris (1995), and our previous work (some with Rafael Rob), on asynchronously 
repeated games with evolutive dynamics (Matsui and Rob (1992), Lagunoff and Matsui (1995), and 
Lagunoff (1995)). 

In the Perry/Reny model, individuals can move at any time, with a small delay after each player 
moves. They show that if players can react to offers instantaneously then the set of equilibria are 
bounded by the first and second mover payoffs, resp., of the Rubinstein bargaining modeL The 
Perry/Reny model offers the advantage over our framework that the choice of timing of moves is 
endogenous subject to a fixed waiting time that must be endured after a player makes an offer. 
However, since players have the option of moving simultaneously, it appears that in the adaptation 
of their model to the repeated game, each of the static Nash equilibria of a coordination game will 
persist as Perfect equilibria. 

Maskin and Tirole rule out simultaneous moves by considering an alternating move game in 
which, in one variant of the model, each firm sets capacity given the (temporarily) fixed capacity of 
rivals. The timing structure of the model is subsumed in our general definition of asynchronously 
repeated games, however) their interest is with strategic behavior that depends only on payoff 
relevent information, i.e., natural state variables. 
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Works by Farrell and Saloner (1985), Gale (1995), and Morris (1995) are also related to the 
present paper. Farrell/Saloner and Gale show that in an n-person coordination game with asyn
chronous choice and finitely many moves, a Pareto efficient outcome is attained if players are 
sufficiently patient. Backward induction is used to establish that when, say, first k < n players 
cooperate, the (k + l}th player also cooperates. Though its logic looks similar to ours at a first 
glance, it is very different. The difference is manifested in Game G2. In this game, s* is uniquely 
attained in the framework of Farrell/Saloner and Gale, while s is also reached infinitely often in 
our framework. The difference is that there is no fear of "retaliation" for the last person in theirs, 
while there is always a chance of "retaliation" in our framework. When the game played is a pure 
coordination game, this "retaliation" does not work since one who "retaliates" also harms himself 

to the same degree. 

Morris considers a strategic environment similar to Farrell/Saloner and Gale except that the 
entry times into the game of each of the n individuals are not common knowledge. Each player 
observes his own "clock" but knows only the support of the distribution over others' clocks. In 
contrast to the first two, Morris shows that optimal coordination is, in fact, never achieved. As 
with the other two, the nonrepetitive strategic environment prevents "retaliation." Without this 
threat, synchronized coordination unravels when the timing of moves is not common knowledge. 

More closely related to the present paper are the Matsui/Rob, Lagunoff/Matsui, and Lagunoff 
evolutive models which assume the Poisson revision process of Example 2 in Section 2. New 
individuals were assumed to enter the game stochastically and asynchronously. In the first two 
models heterogeneous forecasts across generations provided the impetus for change. In the last 
model, perfect foresight was assumed and, for this reason, is closest to the present equilibrium 
modeL 6 

There is also a sizable literature which characterizes equilibria of repeated games that differ in 
other respects from the standard model. Two distinct (though related) approaches may be found. 
In one, restrictions are placed on repeated game equilibria by considering those that are limit points 
of sequences of equilibria of perturbed games with perturbations in the information structure. Often 
these perturbations allow the players to precommit to particular outcomes through reputation or 
informational leakage. Examples include Fudenberg and Levine (1987), Matsui (1989), and Aumann 

and Sorin (1989). All of these have unique "limit equilibria" for a certain class of stage games. 

Fudenberg and Levine (FL) (1987), for instance, characterize outcomes of a repeated game in 
which a long run player faces a sequence of short run or "myopic" players. They show that only 
payoffs that dominate a certain "stackelberg" payoff arise when the short run players have a small 
amount of uncertainty regarding the long run player's "type.,,1 However, since FL are primarily 

6Related work includes Blume (1993), Matsui (1994), and Matsui and Matsuyama (1995). In
dividuals' decisions in these papers are asynchronous, however, the players are either assumed to 
be myopic, or are randomly matched in a large population so that no player accounts for the 
intertemporal effects of his own behavior. 

7The "stackelberg" payoffs are those that arise if the long run player could commit to a behavior 
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interested in modeling reputation, they consider only "limit equilibria" as the uncertainty becomes 

negligible. This, together with the presence of myopic players on one side of the game eliminates 
some of multiplicity created by infinite repetition. 

A second approach uses bounds on strategic complexity to restrict equilibria in repeated games. 
Examples are Rubinstein (1986), Abreu and Rubinstein (1988), Kalai, Samet, and Stanford (1988), 
and Cho and Li (1995). In some of these, e.g., Rubinstein (1986), stage game Nash equilibria may 
be eliminated as solutions even if complexity costs enter into preferences lexicographically. 8 

Both of the above approaches tend to look at a more general class of stage games than is con
sidered in the present work. As with standard repeated games, we differ from these by considering 
fully rational players (subject to the simplifying recursivity assumption), and we consider all the 
Perfect equilibria of the repeated game. 

It may be worthwhile to look at asynchronous choice with strategies of bounded complexity. 

One useful starting point is to generalize Maskin and Tirole's state variable approach to other 

repeated renewal games. In our terminology, the "natural state space" is (fl, S) which defines who 
can physically move at a decision point. 
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